Monday, May 14, 2018
City of San Diego Historical Resources Board
Chair David McCullough
202 C Street
San Diego, CA 92101
Re: May HRB Agenda, Item 6, 1545 32nd Street
Chair McCullough and Board Members,
After reviewing the submitted report as well as a site visit and online research, SOHO strongly asserts that
due to the unique combination of features and integrity, this transitional Arts and Crafts era building is
significant under Criteria A and C.
Significant under Criterion A, 1545 32nd Street exemplifies special elements of the neighborhood’s
aesthetic and architectural development as a “transitional” style of housing, which is highlighted within
the attached article that explains this building is fascinating and modern. Distinct among others of its kind
for the circular porch and cornice, as well as the substantial intact cobblestone foundation, this
combination of features is unique and not represented elsewhere, including 1802 Bancroft, which has
been substantially altered. As an aesthetic component of community development, the circular porch
reflects an unusual choice for artistic arrangement and, as the architect or builder is not a known name,
this house also reflects the architectural development of Golden Hill by a non-architect or industry
professional (Criterion A). The report notes (page 14) that this house may have been designed and built by
the original owner, Frank J. Dingeman Sr., who at that time was a building contractor. However, by
training Frank was a physician who came to San Diego in 1911 and only became involved with the real
estate industry after moving to San Diego.
Also significant under Criterion C, this building conveys historical integrity through intact fabric and a
unique combination of architectural features. Further, this property is noted in a 1928 Tribune auction
notice as “fascinating and modern.” Although there are some changes to the property, this prominent
corner building still strongly illustrates historical integrity by the character-defining circular porch and
cornice, noteworthy cobblestone foundation, transom wood windows, and more. Additionally, an auction
notice in the November 11, 1928 Tribune highlights the unique and historical significance of this building
by stating this property is “fascinating,” modern, and “will appeal to the most discriminating.”
The report references 1802 Bancroft as having a similar porch feature; however, due to substantial
changes, this building is not eligible for designation. Noted as fascinating and modern in 1928, without the
designation of 1545 32nd Street, the unique combination of these character-defining architectural features
could be lost to the historic legacy of the city.
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SOHO strongly asserts that 1545 32nd Street is significant under Criteria A and C and worthy of historical
designation.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment,

Bruce Coons
Executive Director
Save Our Heritage Organisation

